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Abstract– To provide a comprehensive characterization of
intra-tumor heterogeneity, this study proposes multi-level multimodality radiomic models derived from 18F-FDG PET and CT
images by feature- and image-level fusion. Specifically, we
developed fusion radiomic models to improve overall survival
prediction of NSCLC patients. In this work, a NSCLC dataset
including patients from two different institutions (86 patients
used as training and 95 patients used as testing) was included. By
extracting 225 features from CT, PET, and fused images,
radiomics analysis was used to build single-modality and multimodality models where the fused images are constructed by 3Dwavelet transform fusion (WF). Two models were also developed
using two feature-level fusion strategies of feature concatenation
(ConFea) and feature averaging (AvgFea). Cox proportional
hazard (Cox PH) regression was utilized for survival analysis.
Spearman’s correlation was utilized as a measure of redundancy,
and then best combination of 10 most related features (ranked by
univariate Cox PH) were fed into multivariate Cox model.
Moreover, the median prognostic score captured from training
cohort was used as an untouched threshold in the test cohort to
stratify patients into low- and high-risk groups. The difference
between groups was assessed using log-rank test. Among all
models, WF (C-index=0.708) had the highest index and
significantly outperformed CT and PET (C-index = 0.616, 0.572,
respectively). Image-level fusion model also outperformed
feature-level fusion models ConFea and AvgFea (C-indices =
0.581, 0.641, respectively). Our results demonstrate that multimodal radiomics models especially models fused at image-level
have the potential to improve prognosis by combining
information from different tumor characteristics, including
anatomical and metabolic captured by different imaging
modalities.
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I. INTRODUCTION

are among the most common hosts of cancer,
Twhichlungsis also
the leading cause of cancer deaths [1]. About
HE

85% of lung cancers are non-small cell lung carcinomas
(NSCLC) [1]. Accurate classification of non-small cell lung
cancer (NSCLC) patients into groups is vital to optimize
treatment strategies. This stratification establishes treatment
plans that best fit each individual’s condition. Currently tumor
Node Metastasis (TNM) staging system is an accepted clinical
framework which is used to classify patients into stages [2].
However, it’s intrinsic limitations makes it an indelicate
procedure which results in wide range of survivals for patients
with same stages [3]. Besides TNM, Omics approaches
(proteomics, and genomics) can provide a potential to improve
prognosis by decoding intra-tumor heterogeneity (ITH) in lung
cancer patients [4-6]. However, it’s not possible to provide a
complete characterization of tumor heterogeneity with these
methods regarding their invasive procedure and limited
samplings [7, 8]. New insights in ITH along with
advancements in the emerging field of radiomics is promising
to decode ITH characteristics and develop precise cancer
prognostic models [9-12]. Radiomics analysis of tumors has
been widely investigated on single imaging modalities, such as
18
F-FDG PET [13] and CT scans [7, 14]. However, each
modality demonstrates different characteristics of tumor
heterogeneity. Integration of information from different
modalities for radiomics analysis can be accomplished for
different levels of fusion (e.g. feature and image level fusion).
Primary studies investigated the potential added prognostic
value by concatenating features (feature-level fusion) from
different imaging modalities [15, 16]. Other studies such as
[17] utilized image-level fusion, and most recently [18]
characterized intra-tumor heterogeneity in head and neck
cancer, through a multi-level multi-modality strategy, by
fusing PET and CT information at image-, matrix- and
feature-levels. To the best of our knowledge, there this is the
first study investigating and comparing the prognostic value of
multi-modality multi-level fusion radiomics models in an allinclusive manner for NSCLC patients. In the current work, our
main attempt was reflecting a comprehensive view of NSCLC
tissue characteristics by integrating information mined from
PET and CT scans. Toward this goal, we first integrated PET
and CT information via image- and feature-level fusion
strategies to develop multimodality Radiomics models and
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then assessed the potential of these models in providing a
better overall survival prognosis in NSCLC patients.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. PET/CT datasets
This study was retrospectively conducted on a PET/CT
dataset of NSCLC from The Cancer Imaging Archive (TCIA)
[19]. Dataset comprised 211 histologically proven NCSLC
patients from two independent institutions. Some patients
were excluded from the study owing to technical problems,
such as noise, artifacts and image registration issues. Overall,
182 patients (87 from center#1 used as training and 95 from
center#2 used as testing cohorts) were included in the current
study.
B. Feature extraction framework
In feature extraction first, all lesions identified on PET and
CT images were delineated and segmented manually using
OSIRIX® and 3D-slicer and then merged into a single mask.
Single-modality PET and CT models were constructed. Then
PET and CT information were integrated using image- and
feature-level fusions to construct multi-modality models. In
feature-level fusion, features were extracted from separate
scans and then two different approaches of feature
concatenation (ConFea) and feature averaging (AvgFea) were
pursued. In image-level fusion, features were extracted from a
single image, obtained by fused PET and CT scans. We
adopted a wavelet-based technique based on 3D discrete
wavelet transform (DWT) to combine the spatial and
frequency characteristics of CT and PET imaging modalities.
Prior to the wavelet fusion (WF) both scans were resampled to
equal resolution with isotropic voxel spacing of 2×2×2 mm3.
First, wavelet basis function symlet8 was used to decompose
scans were to one decomposition level, and then in order to
obtain a single set of fused wavelet coefficients, spatially
corresponding wavelet coefficients were weight-averaged.
Finally, the fused image was reconstructed by applying the 3D
inverse DWT to the set of fused wavelet coefficients.
Overall, 225 radiomics features (79 first-order features such as
morphological, statistical, and histogram and features, 136
three-dimensional textural features from GLCM, GLRLM,
GLSZM, GLDZM, NGTDM, NGLDM, and 10 moment
invariant features) were extracted from scans. Feature
extraction was performed using the Standardized Environment
for Radiomics Analysis (SERA) Package [20], which obeys
guidelines from the Image Biomarker Standardization
Initiative (IBSI).

C. Statistical framework
As an endpoint, overall survival (OS) was considered. First,
we apply Spearman’s correlation coefficient as a measure of
redundancy. Then, feature-set reduction was conducted for
each of the initial feature-sets via univariate Cox analysis by
performing 100 repetitions in the training cohort and the
prognostic performance of each feature was measured using
concordance index (C-index) and ten top relevant features
with the highest C-indices were selected for each model to use
in further multivariate analysis. For each of the reduced
feature sets, all possible combinations of features were
constructed and fitted on training set to identify optimal
combination of features. For the assessment of the model
performance, Harrell’s C-index was measured with 1000 times
bootstrap. Eventually, in order to have a dichotomization
perspective of our models, we constructed a prognostic score
for each patient by taking the linear predictor (i.e. weighted
sum of the features in the model, where the weights are the
Cox regression coefficients) from the Cox model and then
used it’s median achieved from training cohorts, untouched, as
a threshold to classify patients into low- and high-risk groups
in the test cohort. Then groups were projected to Kaplan Meier
curves and log rank test was applied to find the difference
between subsets. P-values lower than 0.05 were considered
significant. All statistical analyses were performed using R
package.
III. RESULTS
All reported results are related to the testing cohort. The mean
and standard deviation (SD) of C-indices and P-values for
each model are listed in Table 1. Fig. 1 presents the KaplanMeier curves of single-modalities, feature-level fusion models,
and wavelet fusion model. While None of single-modality
models and feature-level fusion models reached C-index
higher than 0.7, image-level fusion model reached higher Cindex of 0.708. Regarding continuous time to event analysis
task, highest performance was achieved by WF (C-index:
0.708). And in case of outcome dichotomization
(classification) AvgFea reached best performance with p-value
of 0.025.
TABLE I. C-INDEX AND P-VALUES FOR THE DIFFERENT MODELS.

Model

C-index

P-value

CT

0.616

0.086

PET

0.572

0.053

AvgFea

0.641

0.025

ConFea

0.581

0.036

WF

0.708

0.027
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but also the AvgFea and ConFea (C-indices = 0.641 and
0.581).
IV. DISCUSSION
In this study, we investigated the prognostic value of multimodality Radiomics models by combining information
obtained from PET and CT scans, at feature and image level,
toward survival prediction in NSCLC patients. The center
hypothesis of this study was to improve quantification of intratumor heterogeneity and subsequently the prediction of overall
survival in NSCLC patients by merging the anatomical
information obtained from tissue density provided by CT, and
the functional data obtained from glucose metabolism
reflected by 18FDG-PET. Overall, our results show that,
image-level fusion shows superiority in simultaneously
capturing the information from two modalities. Thus we can
say that, by integrating the information obtained from different
imaging modalities at image-level fusion we can achieve
prognostic models more accurate than single-modality models.
There were some limitations regarding this study such as
The fact that segmentations were performed manually and
features reproducibility were ignored, which reduces the
reproducibility of the study [21-23]. For further studies we
suggest richer datasets, and consideration of various imagelevel fusion methods. In this study, we offered unprecedented
radiomics models, by integrating information of 18F-FDG
PET and CT images using feature- and image-level fusion,
toward an improved prognosis in NCSLC patients. Overall,
our multimodality models showed superiority compared to
single-modality models. But their superiority depended on the
fusion strategy .
Fig. 1. Kaplan-Meier curves of (a, b) single-modalities, (c, d) featurelevel fusion models, (e) image-level wavelet fusion model. The curves for
training and testing cohorts are color coded as shown in the legend. Pvalues are shown for both training and testing datasets.

The performance of all models was compared by applying
student’s t-test on resulting C-indices and p-values lower than
0.05 were considered significant. Fig. 2 shows the results of
comparison. Feature-level fusion model AvgFea was able to
outperform both PET and CT models, but ConFea only
outperformed PET while was dominated by CT. Image-level
fusion model WF significantly outperformed not only PET

SD
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C-index
0.641 AvgFea <0.001 <0.001
_
<0.001
0.581 ConFea <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
_
0.707
WF
<0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
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